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1. Introduction
The hot cell facility at Radio Chemistry Laboratory (RCL) consists of 5 cells in a row, operating area,
isolation area; mock up area, decontamination and active maintenance area. Operations involving high
radioactive handling is performed in Hot cells by remote handling systems like master slave manipulators.
These hot cells are designed to handle activities up to 370 TBq of Co-60. Radiation shielding is provided by
1500 mm thick ordinary concrete (density 2.4 g/cm3 ) in the front and rear faces and inter cell walls are
900 mm thick high density concrete (3.5 g/cm3 ). The shielding is adequate to handle one bundle of MAPS
fuel with a burn up of 10000 MWd/t or one subassembly of FBTR fuel with burn up of 150GWd/t. The design
specification of the cells is such that the dose level in the operating are is less than 1 µSv/h during the
handling of the radioactive materials within the maximum design specifications. The supplied air to the cells
1-5 is exhausted through HEPA filters located back side of the cells and goes through a damper pit from the
isolation rooms. A negative pressure of 20 to 25 mm of WC is maintained for cells 1&5 and in the boxes cells
2, 3 &4 is at negative pressure of 40-50mm of WC with 30 air changes per hour. The most important few
operations at hot cells for last twenty years were taken for presentation and their radiological safety aspects
are depicted in this paper.

2.Radiological Safety
To ensure the safety of the personnel working in the Hot Cell areas on routine basis, a comprehensive
radiation hazard control plan was implemented, which consists of evaluation of both external and internal
radiation exposures. The control of exposures was implemented using air monitoring, area monitoring,
personal monitoring and contamination control. Air monitoring is carried out using installed continuous air
monitors and spot air sample analysis on daily basis. Radiation survey was carried out ion to assess the
potential risk of external exposures to the workers. External exposure control is carried out using personal
monitoring (using TLD's and DRD's) devices. Contamination control is achieved by zoning of areas in the
hot cell area and ventilation systems. Internal dose assessment was carried out by sending individuals to
whole body counting and Bio assay analysis periodically. Safe working procedures were formulated by
implementing Radiological work permits for special operations which ensures the adequate administrative
control of the work. The envisaged major maintenance jobs associated with hot cell are replacement of
HEPA filters of the cells, removal of containment boxes and replacement of in-cell components on failure
other than experimental studies. The first two operations do not need entry to the cell where as the repair of
some experimental assemblies requires man entry to cell. Man entry to cell is carried out from the isolation
area for maintenance jobs and these jobs would be taken up only after the area is declared free of floor and
airborne contamination and under strict administrative control by RWP.
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